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Abstract
Today, governments are using tax as an important 
pillar in resource allocation, occupation, Reasonable 
criteria of price stability, international accounts bal-
ance and finally rational and proper distribution of 
incomes. Despite the tax is the most important ne-
cessity of survival in every government and country, 
it has always been caused conflict between taxpayers 
and tax officials. This research theoretically is look-
ing for answer to this question that “is the tax system 
released from pressure of annual audited accounts of 
all persons by tax staff without decreasing in tax rev-
enues and with satisfaction, trust, and protection of 
taxpayers’ law?”  In this regard, the matter 272 of the 
direct taxation law that was prepared by the Society 
of CPAs, and was approved in 02/06/2002, by Minis-
try of Economic Affairs and Finance, for the tax audit 
reports, is used as a liberation solution for cited pres-
sure. So, the purpose of this research is implementing 
that strategy. The results showed that the matter 272 
of the direct taxation law is not caused by increasing 
tax revenues meaning that the first hypothesis was 
declined, although the second hypothesis was con-
firmed by three groups but the third hypothesis had 
been confirmed only by tax staff and Society CPAs 
and was declined by finance managers.
Keywords: tax, Taxable income, tax audit, the 
matter 272 of the direct taxation law 
Introduction
Tax is considered as an unavoidable fact in hu-
man community. This is also in rich countries which 
have natural resources and also in countries which do 
not have such this wealth. Today, the economic world 
cannot be studied if the tax is not considered as an ef-
fective factor. Tax is a kind of social contract which is 
known as governments’ twin. The governors never find 
such as this resource for their own costs. It is the amount 
of cost that gets individuals, firms and institutions in 
order to strengthen public government and supply the 
public changes, tax is one of the most important eco-
nomic bases which plays a role in stable growth and 
development, social justice through repartition of in-
comes and wealth and optimal assignment of resources. 
Also by getting real fair tax, the important social and 
economic problems of governments like budget short-
age, unemployment problem and investment reduction 
in productive sections can be overcome. The presence 
of effective tax policies is one of the important factors 
in order to attain tax goals. Formulation and enact-
ment of special tax policies is primary and basic sup-
ply of government’s cost that increase tax income and 
provide satisfaction and trust of public, too and does 
not have inappropriate effects on economic body of 
country (inflation and unemployment etc.) and also be 
able to provide conditions for distribution and reparti-
tion of income through supporting production against 
consumption. As a result, planning and formulation of 
tax policies are difficult, multi-dimensional, and dan-
gerous activities and have tremendous effects on social 
and economic relationships. So, the nature of problem 
is in such a way that reaches to objective achievement 
needs cooperation and consultation among experts and 
professionals of different sections of society. In order to 
being communicate the results of their consultation to 
government and tax organization in 5-year plan frame-
work. The tax organization of country is the only gov-
ernmental organization, which is formed to increase 
effectiveness of tax system and concentrate on all the 
issue related to gather incomes from direct and indirect 
taxes. The organization believes that it can have an ef-
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fective role in attaining the stable and correct economic 
in country through enacting appropriate tax regulation 
and attaining government’s tax aims. In doing so, review 
of tax system of country have started from late 1991s and 
continued up to now and causes some reformation in 
direct tax regulation during these years that it can be 
pointed to clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation which 
is attached to content of rule because of clause no. 132 
of reformation rule of items among direct tax regulation 
enfaced in 2001/1/31 (Rezaee, 2007, 2).
The use of vocational and professional services in 
each field is a necessary and unavoidable issue. The 
use of audit statements is nota new issue for tax aims in 
Iran tax years and the proposal of this issue refers to the 
early of current century. In 1994, based on tax regula-
tion of field properties and income tax enfaced in 1944 
became legal for the  first time, then in 1951 based on 
income tax and field properties, estate and stamp duty 
enfaced in 1957/3/21 for the second time and in 1961 
for the third time based on direct tax regulation enfaced 
in 1951/3/19 and at last in 1993 through formulation of 
regulation related to use of vocational and professional 
accountants as official accountant became necessary 
and legal for the fourth time (Naseri, 1998, 2). Also af-
ter revoking of its legal clauses in legal bill of reformula-
tion of direct tax regulation in 1970, council of ministers 
enacted determination of regulation of official qualifi-
cation in 1999/10/19 and the license of use of official 
services forecast in setting tax and financial audit state-
ments in direct tax regulation in 2001/2/16. So based on 
clause no. 272 of operative regulation note (6), rule of 
use of vocational and professional services as legal ac-
countant makes a number of productive, commercial, 
and services departments responsible for selecting own 
legal auditors and inspectors for financial years that be-
gan after 2002/3/21 among the members of audit orga-
nization and official accountants and audit institutions, 
and in tax audit based on clause no. 272 of corrective tax 
regulation in 2001/2/16, individuals can give own tax 
audit reports to audit organization of Republic Islamic 
of Iran and official accountants and audit institutions to 
adjust (Alimi, 4, 2005).
Based on audit standards and with regard to the 
written regulation law and accepted principles, au-
ditors can handle the accounting of individuals’ fi-
nancial statements and give own opinions about its 
reliability and appropriateness in 3 different ways 
including accepted, conditional, and anathema-
tized or maybe they do not give any idea.
Audit standards and accounting principles are same 
for all auditors and also written regulation law, which are 
active in the scope of country rules, are same for all au-
ditors, so the nature of auditors’ audit is not different in 
any position and all of them follow same regulation law 
and standards. On the one hand, Iranian excise-men 
audit in order to distinguish the tax of individuals which 
seems they can profit from reports in which auditors can 
give own ideas about financial statements and this is be-
cause the handling and audit ways are the same.
Trust on audit statements of dependent auditors 
in Iran tax system causes to prevent from same and 
parallel activities and also because the cost of inde-
pendent audit is paid by the individuals, not only it 
is economic for tax organization but also by pass-
ing time, exchange of information and increase of 
knowledge level of excise-men, auditors and indi-
viduals will enhance effectiveness of tax system.
Literature Review
Since the main aim of tax levy for governments is to 
provide necessary funding for costs, handle public and 
security affairs of country, provide social welfare, increase 
it with fair distribution of wealth in society, and also pro-
vide a pyramid to perform financial policies in order to 
reserve economic, social and political profits of country, 
there is a need to tax and tax levy. So each dynamic eco-
nomics should be transformed in accordance with social, 
economic and political changes and be flexible with each 
condition. Tax diagnosis and tax levy are excise-men 
duty who are pioneers of tax regulation performance and 
these individuals should handle various cases yearly with 
necessary experience and knowledge and trust on regu-
lation law and circulars including their activities in han-
dling and auditing of individuals’ documents and books. 
On the other hand, increase in the number of tax cases 
yearly and lack of time and experts cause the reduction of 
tax audit quality by excise-men, some mental problems 
because of more work pressure and its disproportion with 
their work ability and determined terms, increase in the 
number of top diagnosis, development of bargaining by 
individuals and at last their satisfaction because of own 
unfair tax diagnosis. Giving services to individuals results 
in reaching to a tax system which provide following of tax 
regulation for individuals easily in order to make them 
able to act according to own legal duties. As a result, it 
seems that one of the main ways to attain these goals is 
to provide and perform solutions in order to distinguish 
tax with lower cost in order to increase governments’ in-
come and reduce its costs and update tax levy along with 
respect to customers, satisfy them and increase public 
trust. One of the measurements in this way is to use offi-
cial accountants and tax auditors’ services to distinguish 
adjusted gross income of individuals based on clause no. 
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272 of direct tax regulation enfaced in 2001/2/16. So this 
study is an attempt for researcher to attain goals, assess 
the effects of enacting this clause on individuals’ tax in-
come and the amount of meeting of tax regulation law 
by individuals and also reach to tax savings through en-
acting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation, and also 
observe that through enacting it, legislators can proceed 
in order to attain own goals.So, this study is aimed at an-
swering to following questions:
1. Can the enacting of clause no. 272 affect the 
amount of tax income or not?
2. Does enacting this clause cause individuals to 
meet tax regulation law or not?
3. Does enacting this clause cause tax savings?
Review of related literature
The researcher observed that despite done studies 
and researches related to tax issues through referring to 
library of Allameh Tabatabaee University, Audit organi-
zation and Azad University of Central Tehran and Yazd 
branches and also by surfing different sites and present 
indexes in university, there is no work like present study 
in the country, but followings are issues related to it:
1. Javad Bastanian, in own article titled “the posi-
tion of tax audit in tax system” in journal of official ac-
countants, in winter 2005, no. 7, explains the position 
of tax audit in tax system of country and the presence 
of disagreements and challenges including complexity 
and vague and interpretability of rules and also con-
flicts between regulations which are approved accord-
ing to rule or study among regulations and circulars 
and issued legally and their effects on tax audit.
2. Mansour Shams Ahmadi pointed in own ar-
ticle titled “tax audit and accounting standards”, in 
accountant journal, in winter 2006, no. 7, official 
accountants based on clause no. 272 of direct tax 
regulation are responsible for setting the tax audit 
reports requested by individuals according to the 
sample provided by tax organization. Doing so and 
providing mentioned tax audit reports is compat-
ible with none of audit standards and credit services. 
Providing such this report needs to adjust the way of 
handling and reporting with one of the present stan-
dards or formulate an appropriate standard.
3. Mohammad Hesan Naseri in his thesis titled 
“the effects of acceptance of audit reports on Iran 
tax income” in order to get financial law MA from 
economic school in 1998, forecast the positive ef-
fects of acceptance of audit reports of independent 
auditors instead of reports of superior tax experts 
to update government’s tax income and adjust the 
costs of each term with incomes of same term.
4. Morteza Derang in own thesis titled “inves-
tigating the effects of auditors’ report on tax stan-
dards” in order to get accounting MA from Econom-
ics school in 2002 concluded that audit of documents 
and books of firms by independent auditors and the 
use of mentioned auditors’ statement by excise-men 
in order to determine adjusted gross income, reduce 
the use of diagnosis process, reduce the costs of tax 
audit and also saving in determined time of tax.
5. Ali AsgharFeiz in his thesis titled “assessing the 
operative problems of note (1), clause no. 272 of direct 
tax regulation enfaced in 2001/2/16 related to use of of-
ficial accountants for determination of adjusted gross 
income and explanation of solutions” in order to get 
accounting MA from Azad university of central Tehran 
branch in 2007, pointed that individuals see use of of-
ficial accountants’ services to determine adjusted gross 
income unavoidable with regard to world changes but 
tax experts do not know it as an unavoidable issue, but 
both groups confirm the need to teach interpretation of 
direct tax regulation and more attention to accounting 
standards in order to determine more effective adjusted 
gross income to official accountants continuously.
6. Yahya Yaghub Nejad in own thesis titled “in-
vestigating the effects of handling of tax cases by firms 
which are members of official accountants community 
on tax indexes in Mashhad tax office in 2001” in order 
to get international marketing MA which is sub field 
of business management in Khorasan planning and 
management organization in 2003, concluded that in 
comparison with its previous years, tax handling per-
formance of individuals in Mashhad tax office by firms 
members of official accountants community in 2001 
has not caused increase in tax income but increase the 
tax culture of deference and self-reported.
Methodology
The selection and research type and method in 
practical researches depend on subject, aims, and nature 
of research. The way of research is a process that the re-
searcher tries to provide an appropriate solution through 
gathering data and information about specific subjects, 
analysis and interpretation of gathered data and infor-
mation and correct understanding of total relationships 
between target variables (Samanian, 2007, 78).
The present method is survey and field research and 
inductive and deductive ways have been used. So the the-
oretical framework and the review of related literature 
have been done by assessing library work and in form of 
inductive, also gathering information in order to accept 
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or reject hypotheses deductively and this study is practi-
cal on the other hand because different tools have been 
used in order to gather necessary data and information 
too test hypotheses. So, after investigating with tax ex-
perts, necessary studies and observations, the researcher 
started to design some forms to extract qualitative data 
from individuals’ tax cases related to study in order to 
gather required data to test first hypothesis. There are 
some columns to insert tax income and expression, real 
distinctive and regulated tax of individuals who have tax 
audit reports during 3 years before enacting clause no. 
272 of direct tax regulation and after its enacting (1989 to 
1994) with regard to first hypothesis which considers the 
assessment of income in distinctive income by tax staff. 
Since these incomes have been gathered during differ-
ent years, and because of the presence of inflation in our 
country, there was a need to regulate and homogenize 
them to increase their comparability. That to do so, the 
disinflation way (Teymuri, 1988, 77) is used through use 
of price index and by considering 1987 as a base year. 
Following formula is used to omit the inflation effects of 
every year income and regulate and homogenize them:
     
 
    
Price index in every target year
Regulated index
Price index in base year
=  
After that each item related to the target year divide 
to the regulated index obtained from above formula. In 
order to calculate its real price (disinflation) related to 
base year to insert in regulated income columns.
To test second and third hypothesis, question-
naire is used to gather required data related to voca-
tional and professional views of financial managers, 
official accountants and tax group. A questionnaire 
as the most common way of gathering data in survey 
research will be designed as a set of written ques-
tions related to variables of the research with spe-
cific methods, comparisons, and spectrums and the 
respondents fill it directly or indirectly and they are 
in two types: open and closed questionnaires.
In order to evaluate the variables of second and 
third research hypotheses, researchers’ designed ques-
tionnaire is used which is based on Likert scale with 5 
options namely least, less, medium, more, most. Be-
cause of using this ordinal scale, there have been seen 
more flexibility in respondents’ answers. Since the an-
swers are qualitative in this questionnaire so in order to 
change them to quantitative scale, the numerical value 
of 1 to 5 are used instead of least to most, respectively.
In this study, in order to check reliability of 
questionnaire, Cronbach Alpha is used to determine 
correlation coefficient:
1−K
K
=
∑
∑∑ −
tS
iStS
2
22
In which:
 ? : assessment of questionnaire validity
St : variance of total sum of questions
K : the number of questions
Si : variance of (ith) question
? Coefficient obtained from above formula, if it 
is close to 1, the questionnaire will be more reliable 
and if it is far from 1, the questionnaire will be less 
reliable. So 30 questionnaires were distributed among 
3 different groups to pilot the questionnaire, that after 
gathering them, they have been tested and according 
to results came from Cronbach Alpha, the coefficient 
of used questionnaire is equal to 0.83 in this study so 
the reliability of questionnaire is confirmed.
Variable and its measurement
In the present study, paired t-test has been used to 
test and analyzed first hypothesis. The mentioned test 
is parametric and it is selected because the measure 
scale of first hypothesis variables – instrumental and 
diagnostic tax income of person- is relative and con-
tinuous type and also the content of fist hypothesis is 
based on the effect of a independent variable on a de-
pendent variable during several terms, the comparison 
of test result in those terms and also the same subjects.
In order to test second and third hypotheses, 
(X2) test has been used. Because the variables and 
data of these hypotheses are qualitative and nominal 
which have been changed too ordinal scale through 
qualitative valuation in Likert framework and also 
because these data is in frequency form and is inde-
pendent, discrete and classified for each individual, 
so the required test is non-parametric.
In this study, the statistical tests have been used 
as follows:
1. Paired t test to accept or reject first hypothesis.
2. Kolmogorov- Smirnov test for data normality.
3. The homogeneity test of data variance.
4. (X2) test to reject or accept second or third 
hypotheses.
1. Paired t test
a. When the aim of test is to study the effect of 
experimental variables on two experimental groups, 
t-test will be used to compare the mean score of two 
independent groups. Also t test is well known for de-
pendent samples to paired t test that it can be acted 
as follows in these cases:
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That (d) is mean score of d, sd is standard devia-
tion of d, and n is the number of paired data. The 
df=n-1 formula is used to calculate freedom degree.
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b. Paired t test formula is as follow for testing 
first hypothesis:
1d f n
d
d
S
n
t = −=
c. The statistical hypotheses for paired data are 
as follows:
Ho: μd = o        Ho: μd = o         Ho: μd = o
H1: μd ≠ o         H1: μd< o          H1: μd> o
d. Critical section is as follow with regard to cor-
respondent hypothesis (H1):
 
, n-1   2
α
t, n-1   2
α
t-          , n-1   α-t        , n-1   αt
          H1: μd ≠ o                     H1: μd< o       H1: μd> o
 , n-1 2
α
t>t>, n-1  2
α
t-,     n-1  αt < -t,       n-1αt > t
That in this study, the level of a range (right) is 
used for statistical analysis.
2. Kolmogorov- Smirnov test for data normality
a. In order to assess the normal distribution of 
data values which is a prerequisite for correct t test, 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test has been used:
Dn = sup| fn (x) – f(x)
In which fn(x) is required distribution for obser-
vations and f(x) is experimental distribution.
3. The homogeneity test of variances
a. In order to assess the homogeneity of data 
variances of first hypothesis, the Mauchly’s Sphe-
ricity, Green house, Gissar, Hoween- Feldelt and 
Ceroun Paein tests are used.
b. In order to assess the homogeneity of vari-
ances, following statistics is used:
)
2
1(),1(),1(2
2
2
1
21
~ α
−−−
=
nn
f
s
sf
4. (X2) test
α α
2
α
2
α
If the random quality of x is distributed based on 
normality rule (because the volume of sample is more 
than 30, n>30, the x distribution has a normal ap-
proximation) and whenever the individuals want to 
determine a meaningful difference between observed 
frequencies and expected frequencies of normal pop-
ulation for dependent variables, X2 test will be used.
a. In order to test second and third hypotheses, 
its statistics is as follow:
2
2 ( )( 1)( 1) o e
e
F F
x R C
F
−
− − =∑
In which Fo is observed frequency which is real 
and is extracted from data results and Fe is expected 
frequency which, in order to calculate and assess it, 
it is enough to divide the number of variable events 
on the number of its values if the mentioned test be 
about the relationship between values of a variable.
The freedom degree of X2 is calculated and de-
termined through (1- the number of rows in table) 
(1- the number of columns) df=O.
Hypothesis testing
In this study, inferential statistics and paired 
t test and X2 are used to test first hypothesis and 
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second and third hypotheses respectively with 95% 
confidence level and SPSS and EXCEL software are 
used, too. And obtained results are generalized to 
the target population.
Statistical population and sample
Statistical population which is required to test 
first hypothesis includes all the individuals who have 
tax audit statements during selected years (terms) 
(in other words, it shows clause no. 272 of direct tax 
regulation).
So all the present active cases in Yazd tax of-
fice which are as follows are considered as statistical 
population:
The population of first hypothesis:
• The number of firms which are in selected 
terms and place: 312
• The number of firms which provided tax rep-
resentation in selected terms and place: 14
• The number of firms which did not provide 
tax audit statements in selected terms and place: 234
• Target population: 64
Because all the experts and professional individ-
uals are in 3 following groups in regard to the study, 
tax audit statements and clause no. 272 off direct tax 
regulation:
1. Financial managers: financial department is 
responsible for providing financial statements of the 
firm in each firm which the manager is at the top.
2. Official accountants: they are independent 
individuals who are responsible for handling of fi-
nancial statements, judging about their correctness 
and also providing financial statements of firms.
3. The directors of office and tax experts (asses-
sors, superior assessors and tax assessors).
The tax group consists of the directors and tax ex-
perts and superior experts including the individuals who 
are responsible for handling of individuals’ tax cases.
So, the required statistical population for sec-
ond and third hypotheses is as follows:
1. All the financial managers of big firms who 
have tax cases in Yazd tax office, by considering one 
financial manager for each firm. Total number of fi-
nancial managers is 184.
2. All the members of Iran official accountants 
society is 1428 in the time of present study.
3. As a whole, the 439 total numbers of directors, 
superior experts and tax experts who are responsible 
for handling of tax cases of individuals in Yazd firms 
are considered as tax statistical sample. So, the total 
statistical population is as follow:
Table 1. Demographic information of all population
GroupsRowNumberPercentage
1Financial manager1849%
2
of certified public 
accountants
142870%
3Employees tax43921%
Total2051100%
In this study, because in order to test first hy-
pothesis the required statistical population is all the 
individuals’ tax cases having tax audit statements 
and relating to clause no. 272 of direct tax regula-
tion, so the sample is not extracted from population 
and the total population is assessed which are 64 
tested cases from 2007 to 2011. Finally, the obtained 
results are related to mentioned population directly.
But the selected samples to test second and third 
hypotheses is extracted from population and then 
generalized to population because it is large enough 
not to be referred to all of them.
One of the statistical ways related to study qualita-
tive variables and determine and assess the number of 
sample is Cochran formula as follow which is used to 
test second and third hypotheses (Hafeznia, 2005, 140).
2
2
t pq
n
d
=
2
2
1
1 ( 1)
t pq
N d
+ −
In which
N= the number of whole population
q= failure ratio
n= the number of sample
d= probability of error of sample assessment
p= success ratio
t= expected confidence level
Selected sample is as follow through applying 
Cochran statistical formula and with regard to the 
number of population and statistical parameters:
As it is indicated in above formula, the number 
of samples is 178 with 95% confidence level and 
8% probability of error assessment. So, the selected 
population includes 3 groups, the selected numbers 
form all 3 groups are as follow:
2 
2
2
2
(1/96) (0 / 5) (0 / 5)
(0 / 08)
n 175
1 (1/ 96) (0 / 5) (0 / 5)
1 ( 1)
2051 (0 / 08)
× ×
= =
× ×
+ −
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Table 2. Statistical information about the sample
GroupAbbreviation
statistical  
parameters
percentage
1NThe population size2051
2P Success%50
3QLack of success%50
4D
the probability of 
error estimation
8%
5TThe expected level %95
6NSample size162
   
184
16
20
 178
51
Members of the financial manager × ==
1428
124
205
    178
1
Members of certified public accountants × ==
439
38
205
1
1
78Taxstaffmembers = =×
After determination of the number of samples, all 
the members of population have equal and indepen-
dent opportunities, in order to select the members of 
sample, the aim was to select samples randomly and 
the selected sample be sample of population and re-
garding that population consists of 3 groups, so there 
was a need to select samples through stratified random 
sampling. 3 groups of financial managers, official ac-
countants and tax experts are considered as classes of 
population that the members of sample must be se-
lected relatively and randomly among them. But with 
regard to the study and the questionnaire to prove sec-
ond and third hypotheses, the need was to data related 
to 3 above classes related to tax audit and the content 
of clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation. So among 
3 above-mentioned groups with regard to meeting of 
the range of samples, some of the informed individuals 
related to present study are selected appositively from 
each group instead of stratified random sampling.
Results
The first hypothesis of research is whether enact-
ing of clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes 
increase in individuals’ diagnostic tax income” that 
the required data to test this hypothesis is extracted 
from individuals’ tax cases directly.
a. The results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for 
data normality too test the normality of first hypoth-
esis, first H0 and H1 are explained separately as follow:
H0: diagnostic tax income is normal before en-
acting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation.
H1” diagnostic tax income is not normal before 
enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation.
H0: diagnostic tax income is normal after enact-
ing clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation.
H1: diagnostic tax income is not normal after 
enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation.
H0: diagnostic tax is normal before enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation.
H1: diagnostic tax is not normal before enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation.
H0: diagnostic tax is normal after enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation.
H1: diagnostic tax is not normal after enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation.
In inferential analysis of statistics of first hy-
pothesis, in order to assess the normality of data val-
ues, the statistical Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used 
and according to this and above table, the obtained 
results are as follows:
The results of normality of diagnostic tax in-
come, before and after enacting clause no. 272 of 
direct tax regulation:
Before (sig=p value=0.107> 0.05) and after 
(sig= p value= 0.117> 0.05)
The results of normality of diagnostic tax, be-
fore and after enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax 
regulation:
Before (sig=p value=0.122 > 0.05) and after 
(sig= p value= 0.108> 0.05)
Since the amounts of probability related to normal-
ity test (Kolmogorov-Smirnov) for data related to diag-
nostic tax income are 0.107 and 0.117, before enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation and after enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation, respectively. And 
also the amounts for data related to diagnostic tax are 
0.112 and 0.108 before enacting clause no. 272 of direct 
tax regulation and after enacting clause no. 272 of di-
rect tax regulation, respectively that all of them are more 
than 0.05, so all 4 above mentioned NULL hypotheses 
are accepted and this indicates the normality of all data.
So with regard to the results of part 3, it can be 
said that:
“The diagnostic tax income is normal before and 
after enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation”.
“The diagnostic tax is normal before and after 
enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation”.
b. The results of homogeneity of variances
To test the homogeneity of data variances in first 
hypothesis, first H0 and H1 are explained as follows:
H0: variances of diagnostic tax income are ho-
mogenized before and after enacting clause no. 272 
of direct tax regulation.
Social science section
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H1: variances of diagnostic tax income are not 
homogenized before and after enacting clause no. 
272 of direct tax regulation.
H0: variances of diagnostic tax are homogenized 
before and after enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax 
regulation.
H1: variances of diagnostic tax are not homog-
enized before and after enacting clause no. 272 of 
direct tax regulation.
Table 3.The evaluation of statistical analysis of 
normality test of Kolmogorov-Smirnov
Hypotheses VariabletimeSig.
Enacting clause no. 272 of 
direct tax regulation causes 
increase in meeting of tax 
regulations by individuals
Diagnostic 
income tax
pass107/0
next117/0
Diagnostic 
tax
pass112/0
Next108/0
Table 4.The evaluation of statistical analysis of normality test of Kolmogorov-Smirnov
The hypothesesvariable
Period 
time 
Sig Test for homogeneity 
of variances
Homogeneity 
of variance
Probability Df
Enacting clause no. 272 of 
direct tax regulation causes 
increase in meeting of tax  
regulations by individuals
Diagnostic 
income tax
pass
060/0420/184/1
30
next30
Diagnostic 
tax
pass
750/0102/084/1
30
next30
In inferential analysis of first hypothesis, statisti-
cal tests of Mauchly’s Sphericity, Green house, Gis-
sar, Hoween, Feldelt, Ceroun Paein are used to assess 
the homogeneity of variances (appendix C) that with 
regard to this and according to above table, absolute 
value of f statics is equal to (f=1.420) for diagnostic 
tax income which is less than obtained f (f=1.84) in 
X2 table, and also absolute value of f statics is equal to 
(f=0.102) for diagnostic tax which is less than obtained 
f (f=1.84) in X2 table and this indicates the acceptance 
of NULL hypothesis (H0) with 95% confidence level.
Also, these results with regard to meaningful 
level are as follows:
The results of homogeneity of variances of diag-
nostic tax income before and after enacting clause 
no. 272 of direct tax regulation:
 (sig= p value= 0.060> 0.05)
The results of homogeneity of variances of diag-
nostic tax before and after enacting clause no. 272 of 
direct tax regulation:
 (sig= p value= 0.750> 0.05)
Since the amount of probability related to homoge-
neity test of variances is equal to 0.060 for diagnostic tax 
income which is more than 0.05, so the NULL hypoth-
esis (H0), the test of variances of diagnostic tax is not 
rejected and also the amount of probability related to 
homogeneity test of variances of diagnostic tax is equal 
to 0.750 which is more than 0.05, so NULL hypothesis 
(H0), the test of homogeneity of variances is accepted.
So, in accordance with the results of table 4, it 
can be said that the variances of diagnostic tax in-
come are homogenized before and after enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation. And, the vari-
ances of diagnostic tax are homogenized before and 
after enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation.
c. The results of paired t-test
H1:Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regula-
tion causes increase in diagnostic tax income.
To test this hypothesis, first H0 and H1 are indi-
cated as follows:
H0: enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regula-
tion does not cause increase in diagnostic tax income.
H1: enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regula-
tion causes increase in diagnostic tax income.
In inferential statistics of first hypothesis, paired 
statistical t-test has been used to assess the difference of 
mean score of extracted data from individuals’ tax cases 
with regard to dependence of samples, which accord-
ing to above table, absolute value of t statics is equal to 
(t=0.232) for diagnostic tax income which is less than 
obtained t (t=2.042) in X2 table, and also absolute value 
of t statics is equal to (t=0.510) for diagnostic tax which 
is less than obtained t (t=2.042) in X2 table and this in-
dicates a meaningful difference of results before and af-
ter enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation.
Also, these results based on obtained meaningful 
level (P-value=0.818>0.05) for diagnostic tax income 
and (sig(2-tailed)=p value=0.614> 0.05) for diagnos-
tic tax income are accepted. Since the meaningful level 
related to comparison test of tax income level and di-
agnostic taxes are less than 0.05, so H0is not rejected 
with 95% confidence level. So,it can be said that en-
acting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes 
increase in meeting of tax regulations by individuals.
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Table 5.  Statistics for hypothesis testing
the hypothesesVariable
Period 
time 
The mean 
differenceT
he
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df
D
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es
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ee
do
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S
ig
ni
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an
t95% confidence for the  
difference between interval
Lower limit
The upper 
limit
Enacting clause 
no. 272 of direct 
tax regulation 
causes increase 
in meeting of 
tax regulations 
by individuals
Diagnostic
Income 
tax
Pass
1336790096./2322/04230818/0-1047941649913152996691
next
Diagnostic 
tax
Pass
-997266551-0/5102/04230614/0-50020564343007523332
next
To test this hypothesis, H0 and H1 are as follows:
H0: Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regula-
tion does not cause increase in meeting of tax regu-
lations by individuals.
H1: Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regula-
tion causes increase in meeting of tax regulations by 
individuals.
The results of second research hypothesis test in 
the view of tax staff community:
X2 is calculated through SPSS to assess the meet-
ing of tax regulation amount by individuals and its test 
and then obtained results have been compared with X2 
table with 95% confidence level that results of statistical 
analysis are presented in the view of tax staff in table 6.
Table 6. The assessment of inferential analysis of second hypothesis in the view of tax staff community
The hypothesis
The number of 
questionnaire
The 
mean 
score of 
results
The 
amount 
of X2
The X2 
of table
Df  
Freedom 
degree
Meaningful 
level
Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax 
regulation causes increase in meeting of tax 
regulations by individuals
46 3.22 39.43 21.02 12 0.00
In inferential analysis of second hypothesis in the 
view of tax staff, statistical X2 test is used to assess the 
difference of mean score of obtained results with aver-
age Likert spectrum that according to above table ab-
solute value of X2 is equal to X2=39.43which is more 
than obtained X2 (X2=21.026) in X2 table and this in-
dicates the meaningful difference of results with average 
amount of 3.Also these results based on obtained mean-
ingful level (sig X2= p value= 0.00 <0.05) are accepted. 
So H0 rejected with 95% confidence level and the ac-
ceptable evidence will be obtained to accept H1. So ac-
cording to table 6, it can be said that Enacting clause no. 
272 of direct tax regulation causes increase in meeting of 
tax regulations by individuals from tax staff’s view.
The results of second research hypothesis from fi-
nancial manager’s view
X2 is calculated through SPSS to assess the meet-
ing of tax regulation amount by individuals and its 
test and then obtained results have been compared 
with X2 table with 95% confidence level that results 
of statistical analysis of second hypothesis are pre-
sented from view of financial managers in table 7.
In inferential analysis of second hypothesis in the 
view of financial managers, statistical X2 test is used to 
assess the difference of mean score of obtained results 
with average Likert spectrum that according to above 
table, absolute value of X2 is equal to X2=32 which is 
more than obtained X2 (X2=21.02) in X2 table and 
this indicates the meaningful difference of results with 
average amount of 3.Also these results based on ob-
tained meaningful level (sig X2= p value= 0.00 <0.05) 
are accepted. So H0 rejected with 95% confidence 
level and the acceptable evidence will be obtained to 
accept H1. So according to table 6, it can be said that 
enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes 
increase in meeting of tax regulations by individuals 
from financial managers’ view.”
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The results of second research hypothesis test 
from official accountants’ view
X2 is calculated through SPSS to assess the meet-
ing of tax regulation amount by individuals and its test 
Table7.Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation
The hypothesesNXx2qx2dfSig
Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes increase 
in meeting of tax regulations by individuals
3001/43202/211200/0
(appendixes D and E) and then obtained results have 
been compared with X2 table with 95% confidence 
level that results of statistical analysis are presented in 
the view of official accountants in table 8.
Table 8. The assessment of inferential analysis of second hypothesis in the view of official accountants
The hypothesis
The number of 
questionnaire
The mean 
score of 
results
The 
amount 
of X2
The X2 
of table
Df 
Freedom 
degree
Meaningful 
level
Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax 
regulation causes increase in meeting of 
tax regulations by individuals
46 3.77 77.48 21.02 12 0.00
In inferential analysis of second hypothesis in the 
view of official accountants, statistical X2 test is used 
to assess the difference of mean score of obtained re-
sults with average Likert spectrum that according to 
above table absolute value of X2 is equal to X2=77.48 
which is more than obtained X2 (X2=21.026) in X2 
table and this indicates the meaningful difference of 
results with average amount of 3.Also these results 
based on obtained meaningful level (sig X2= p value= 
0.00 <0.05) are accepted. So H0 rejected with 95% 
confidence level and the acceptable evidence will be 
obtained to accept H1. So according to table 9, it can 
be said that Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax reg-
ulation causes increase in meeting of tax regulations 
by individuals from official accountants’ view.”
The results of second research hypothesis from all 
of communities’ view
X2 is calculated through SPSS to assess the 
meeting of tax regulation amount by individuals and 
its test and then obtained results have been com-
pared with X2 table with 95% confidence level that 
results of statistical analysis of second hypothesis are 
presented from view of all of communities in table 9.
Table 9. The assessment of inferential analysis of second hypothesis in the view of all communities
The hypothesis
The number of 
questionnaire
The mean 
score of 
results
The 
amount 
of X2
The X2 
of table
Df 
Freedom 
degree
Meaningful 
level
Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax 
regulation causes increase in meeting 
of tax regulations by individuals
140 3.64 106.82 21.02 12 0.00
In inferential analysis of second hypothesis in 
the view of all communities, statistical X2 test is 
used to assess the difference of mean score of ob-
tained results with average Likert spectrum that 
according to above table absolute value of X2 is 
equal to X2=106.82 which is more than obtained 
X2 (X2=21.026) in X2 table and this indicates 
the meaningful difference of results with average 
amount of 3.Also these results based on obtained 
meaningful level (sig X2= p value= 0.00 <0.05) are 
accepted. So H0 rejected with 95% confidence lev-
el and the acceptable evidence will be obtained to 
accept H1. So according to table 13, it can be said 
that Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation 
causes increase in meeting of tax regulations by in-
dividuals from all communities’ view.
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Table10.Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation
The hypothesisReplies
Average 
results
x2Base
Tabale 
x Base
DfSignificant
Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes 
increase in meeting of tax regulations by individuals
463/1969/2141/33280/01
The third hypothesis is as follows:”Enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes real-
ization of the tax principle of extra profit on cost”
To test this hypothesis, H0 and H1 are as follows:
H0: Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regula-
tion does not cause realization of the tax principle of 
extra profit on cost.
H1: Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regula-
tion causes realization of the tax principle of extra 
profit on cost.
The results of third research hypothesis from tax 
staff’ view
X2 is calculated through SPSS to assess the 
meeting of tax regulation amount by individuals and 
its test and then obtained results have been com-
pared with X2 table with 95% confidence level that 
results of statistical analysis of third hypothesis are 
presented from view of tax staff in table 11.
In inferential analysis of third hypothesis in the 
view of all communities, statistical X2 test is used to 
assess the difference of mean score of obtained re-
sults with average Likert spectrum that according to 
above table absolute value of X2 is equal to X2=69.21 
which is more than obtained X2 (X2=41.33) in X2 
table and this indicates the meaningful difference 
of results with average amount of 3.Also these re-
sults based on obtained meaningful level (sig X2= 
p value= 0.00 <0.05) are accepted. So H0 rejected 
with 95% confidence level and the acceptable evi-
dence will be obtained to accept H1. So according 
to table 11, it can be said that Enacting clause no. 
272 of direct tax regulation causes realization of the 
tax principle of extra profit on cost.
Table 11. Results of statistical analysis of third hypothesis are presented from view of tax staff
HypothesisNxx2qx2dfSig
Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes increase 
in meeting of tax regulations by individuals
3075/266/2233/4128071/0
The results of third research hypothesis from fi-
nancial managers’ view
X2 is calculated through SPSS to assess the 
meeting of tax regulation amount by individuals 
and its test and then obtained results have been 
compared with X2 table with 95% confidence 
level that results of statistical analysis of third 
hypothesis are presented from view of financial 
managers in table 12.
In inferential analysis of third hypothesis in 
the view of financial managers, statistical X2 test 
is used to assess the difference of mean score of 
obtained results with average Likert spectrum that 
according to above table absolute value of X2 is 
equal to X2=22.66 which is less than obtained 
X2 (X2=41.33) in X2 table and this indicates 
no meaningful difference of results with average 
amount of 3.Also these results based on obtained 
meaningful level (sig X2= p value= 0.00 <0.05) 
are accepted. So H0 rejected with 95% confi-
dence level and the acceptable evidence will be 
obtained to accept H1. So according to table 12, it 
can be said that enacting clause no. 272 of direct 
tax regulation does not cause realization of the tax 
principle of extra profit on cost.
The results of third research hypothesis from of-
ficial accountants’ view
X2 is calculated through SPSS to assess the meet-
ing of tax regulation amount by individuals and its 
test and then obtained results have been compared 
with X2 table with 95% confidence level that results 
of statistical analysis of third hypothesis are presented 
from view of official accountants in table 12.
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In inferential analysis of third hypothesis in the 
view of official accountants, statistical X2 test is used to 
assess the difference of mean score of obtained results 
with average Likert spectrum that according to above 
table absolute value of X2 is equal to X2=70.04 which 
is more than obtained X2 (X2=41.33) in X2 table and 
this indicates the meaningful difference of results with 
Table 12. The assessment of inferential analysis of third hypothesis in the view of official accountants
The hypothesis
The number of 
questionnaire
The mean 
score of 
results
The 
amount 
of X2
The X2 
of table
Df 
Freedom 
degree
Meaningful 
level
Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax 
regulation causes realization of the tax 
principle of extra profit on cost
64 3.67 70.04 41.33 28 0.00
average amount of 3.Also these results based on ob-
tained meaningful level (sig X2= p value= 0.00 <0.05) 
are accepted. So H0 rejected with 95% confidence 
level and the acceptable evidence will be obtained to 
accept H1. So according to table 13, it can be said that 
enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes 
realization of the tax principle of extra profit on cost.
The results of third research hypothesis from all 
communities’ view
X2 is calculated through SPSS to assess the 
meeting of tax regulation amount by individuals and 
its test and then obtained results have been com-
pared with X2 table with 95% confidence level that 
results of statistical analysis of third hypothesis are 
presented from view of all communities in table 14.
In inferential analysis of third hypothesis in the 
view of all communities, statistical X2 test is used to 
assess the difference of mean score of obtained results 
Table 13. The assessment of third hypothesis in the view of official accountants
hypothesisNXx2qx2DfSig
Enacting clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes realization 
of the tax principle of extra profit on cost
1403/5379/6041/332800/0
with average Likert spectrum that according to above 
table absolute value of X2 is equal to X2=76.60 which 
is more than obtained X2 (X2=41.33) in X2 table and 
this indicates meaningful difference of results with av-
erage amount of 3.Also these results based on obtained 
meaningful level (sig X2= p value= 0.00 <0.05) are ac-
cepted. So H0 rejected with 95% confidence level and 
the acceptable evidence will be obtained to accept H1. 
So according to table 14, it can be said that enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes realiza-
tion of the tax principle of extra profit on cost.
Table 14. The assessment of third hypothesis in the view of all accountants
HypothesisJoin the community
The test 
criteria
Statistics 
Test
Statistics 
table
Confidence 
level.
result
One hypothesis
Tax records 
The tax staff 
Financial Managers Society 
Society of CPAs
T
232/0
510/0-
042/2
042/2
95%Rejection
Two hypothesis
The tax staff
Financial Managers Society
Society of CPAs
(x2)
(x2)
(x2)
43/39
00/32
48/77
02/21
02/21
02/21
95%
95%
95%
Accept
Accept
Accept
Three hypothesis
The tax staff
Financial Managers Society
Society of CPAs
(x2)
(x2)
(x2)
21/69
66/22
04/70
33/41
33/41
33/41
95%
95%
95%
Accept
Rejection
Accept
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According to results obtained from research hy-
potheses, the comparative table of research hypoth-
eses results is as follow:
Conclusion and suggestions
The obtained results from this study indicate 
that all hypotheses are as follow with 95% confi-
dence level:
According to hypothesis 1, the meaningfulness of 
obtained results came from extracted values related to 
tax income and diagnostic tax from cases of individuals 
who enact the clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation 
in Yazd tax office with 95% confidence level shows re-
jection of first research hypothesis. It means enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation has not caused 
increase in diagnostic tax income by individuals.
According to hypothesis 2, the results obtained 
from analysis of answers provided by 3 groups of 
respondents show that the second hypothesis is ac-
cepted by tax staff, financial managers and also of-
ficial accountants’ community, it means enacting 
clause no. 272 of direct tax regulation causes in-
crease in meeting of tax regulation.
According to hypothesis 3, results obtained from 
analysis of answers provided by 3 groups of respon-
dents show that third hypothesis is accepted and tax 
staff, official accountants, however, financial manag-
ers reject this hypothesis, it means financial managers 
believe that cost increase and failure of saving princi-
ple are against tax staff and official accountants’ view.
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